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A REMARK ON GENTZEN'S CALCULUS OF SEQUENTS

JOHANNES CZERMAK

In this short note we call attention to a simple but perhaps interesting
property of Gentzen's calculus of sequents (c/. [1]): the restriction to
sequents whose antecedent contains at most one formula does not affect the
derivability of classically valid formulas without existential quantifier and
implication sign (in contrast to the corresponding restriction concerning
the succedent; as is well-known, in this case we get the intuitionistic
calculus; see [1], p. 192). Let us call the system obtained from Gentzen's
calculus by this restriction the "dual-intuitionistic calculus DJ'\ In [2] we
prove by embeddings of propositional logics in S4: Each classically valid
N-K-A-formula is derivable in DJ. Now we give a direct proof of this
theorem, extending it to formulas containing the universal quantifier. The
axioms of DJ are all the sequents of the form a -> a. The rules of inference
are:

r-A,«,E,e Γ - A , « , «
" ' Γ - Δ , β , α , θ ι ' Γ - Δ , α

a(a) - Δ Γ-A,α(α)
(^' τixa(x)->A K{*i} Γ-Δ.ΠwW
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The free variable a may not occur in the conclusion of (G2). The sequence
Γ is empty or contains exactly one formula. The rules (A2α) and (A2b) can
be replaced by

( A 2 ) Γ " " Δ ' a ' β
(AZ) T^A,Aaβ

without changing the set of derivable sequents. In view of (A2) we see the
admissibility of the inverse rule

(IA2) Γ - Δ ' A<χϊ

Gentzen's Hauptsatz—that cuts '

^> r- a

r^,r e

are permitted—can be proved similarly as for LK and LJ in [l] or by
reduction to the intuitionistic case, using the following natural mapping of
DJ onto LJ:

77* is π for each atomic formula π
(Not)* is Na*
(Aaβ)* is Ka*β*
(Kaβ)* is Aa*β*
(Ilxa(x))* is Σx(a(x))*
(Γ -» Δ)* is Δ* -» Γ* where Δ* rep. Γ* is the result of replacing each
formula a in Δ rep. Γ by a*.

Then it follows: Γ -* Δ is derivable in DJ iff (Γ -> Δ)* is derivable in LJ.
We see that modus ponens in the form of

is an admissible rule (apply (Nl), (IA2), and (Cut)).

Now take the following list of axioms:

(Axl) CaCβa
(Ax2) CCaCβγCCaβCaγ
(Ax3a) CKaβa
(Ax3b) CKaββ
(Ax4) CCaβCCaγCaKβγ
(Axδa) CaAaβ
(Axδb) CβAaβ
(Ax6) CCaγCCβγCAaβγ
(Ax7) CCNaNβCβa
(Ax8) CUxa(x)a(a)

Together with (MP) and the quantification rule
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Caβffl)
Callxβ(x) (with the usual condition on a)

these axioms give a complete system L of classical first-order logic
without existential quantifier and implication, if we think of C as an
abbreviation for AN.

For a proof of our theorem we use induction on derivations in L. The
derivability of the sequents

- (Axi) (i = 1, . . ., 8)

can be shown without difficulties; for example, consider the case (Ax6) (we
do not mention applications of structural rules):

a-*γ,a,β β—γ, a, β
Aaβ -» y, α, β

-> NAaβ, γ, a, β
Nβ -» NAaβ, γ, a γ -* NAaβ, y, a

ANβγ -» NAaβ, γ, a
-> NANβγ, NAaβ, γ, a

Na -* NANβγ, NAaβ, γ γ — NANβγ, NAaβ, γ
ANaγ -» NANβγ, NAaβ, γ

-* NANaγ, NANβγ, NAaβ, γ
-> NANaγ, NANβγ, ANAaβγ
-> NANaγ, ANANβγANAaβγ

— ANANaγANANβγANAaβγ

Since (MP) is permitted in DJ and (G) can be checked as follows:

-ΛNaβ(a)
- Na, β(a) ' A

9 V
-« Na, Uxβ(x) K }

-» ANaUxβ(x)

we have proved our

Theorem Each classically valid formula without existential quantifier and
implication is derivable in DJ.

That the restriction to formulas without implication is essential can be
seen by the fact that CnCp-π with distinct atomic formulas π, p is not
derivable in DJ, if we add the rules

( U ; Caβ - Δ , Θ ^ } ->Caβ,A

and consider C as a primitive sign. Let [a]n for n ^ 0 denote a sequence of
n occurrences of the formula a. The only possible sequents in a derivation
of CπCpπ are of the form

H'-,[CpπΓ,[CπCpπr

or
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[pY -> [τr]\ [Cpiϊ]™, [CτίCpτι]n (i = 0 or i = 1; k s* 0, m > 0, n ^ 0)

But no one of them is derivable in DJ. Therefore, in contrast to the
situation for formulas without implication, the system DJ is weak con-
cerning the derivability of implicational formulas (especially formulas with
iterated implicational parts). We were not able to prove the theorem also
for formulas containing existential quantifiers.
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